[Depression and use of antidepressants in the critical patient].
A large percentage of critically ill patients suffer from depression while admitted in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). This pathology, often underdiagnosed by intensive care professionals has a proved negative impact on median-large outcome, which makes early detection and management a key issue. However diagnosing depression in ICU is a complicated task since there are no validated tools for its detection. The cornerstone intervention for the treatment of depression are antidepressant medication. All antidepressants have similar efficacy profiles. The prescription of a particular agent should be done based in its collateral effects. Unfortunately the efficacy and safety of antidepressant agents has not been evaluated in the critically ill patient. The implementation of simple measures like guaranteeing comfort during its admission to the ICU and the early reintroduction of any psychotropic medication that the patient could be taking before ICU could improve the emotional adaptation to their new situation.